
 

HADS-INDIAN, THE BEST INDIAN DINING EXPERIENCE IN 

BUTLER, WI 
Being a foodie, you would certainly possess knowledge about different food tastes and flavors. 
Among various cuisines, Indian food is definitely the most enticing one. So, it is always good to 
have a little bit of experiment with taste and Indian spices by visiting an Indian restaurant in Butler. 
However, you may find it tempting to entice your taste spirit by visiting a food place. But, having 
little knowledge about which food to order could keep you far from the real foodie experience. 
Therefore, as a beginner like you, here are some useful ways that you can implement to have the 
best Indian-cuisine experience. 

Showcase your love for appetizers 

Ordering a platter of appetizers would certainly give you a good start to have your taste 
preferences. You may find yourself amused by how closely you can witness the most desired 
appetizers like pakora, samosa, and kababs. So, the best Indian restaurants in Butler are ready to 
serve you with the meal that you want to consume. You can taste veg pakora, fish pakora, paneer 
pakora, onion bhaji, and more. These appetizers will introduce you to great Indian flavors and 
spark the taste buds for main meals. 

Don’t limit yourself to trying curries 

There is no wonder that people salivate over Indian curries while visiting eateries. These dishes 
hold a prime place in Indian restaurants and menus in Butler. Hads-Indian is one of the amazing 
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places where you can find mouth-watering styles of dishes such as shahi paneer, chili paneer, 
paneer tikka, vegetable vindaloo, Dum aloo, etc. These dishes are made with Indian spices and 
herbs by expert chefs to give you a platter full of taste and quality together. You can have these 
dishes with simple roti, naan, and tandoori chapati to have a tasteful meal. 

Don’t forget to order rice dishes 

When you want to have some light dishes but love for the taste is your prime importance, you can 
add rice and biryani to your meal. You can find different classifications of rice dishes on the food 
menu and can place orders for what you deem suitable. You can taste vegetarian and chicken 
biryani along with curries. You can have lemon rice, tomato rice, and lamb biryani as well. There 
are also fried rice dishes available which can be eaten together with curries. You can have egg fried 
rice, mix, and chicken fried rice. 

Try a mix and match 

Indian food is so diverse and can be paired with other foods as well. You can take an example of 
Indo-Chinese dishes which can be easily taken with traditional Indian food. You can order dishes 
like Gobi Manchurian, cheese chili, chili chicken, mushroom Manchurian, etc. from an Indian 
restaurant in Butler. It is easy to combine these dishes with naans and bread to have a wonderful 
taste. In addition to this, you can embrace the Indian culinary art of preparing dishes by expert 
chefs and serving them beautifully on your plate. 
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